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AVENUE: A MULTIMEDIA DEVELOPMENT PROJECT AT DARTHOUTH COLLEGE
Mark Franklin and James Fries
Dartmouth College
Hanover, New Hampshire, USA
INTRODUCTION
Throughout higher education, continuous product and technology innovations in
computer hardware and software are changing the nature of information services
and information delivery. Research libraries and computing services , often in
collaboration, are planning, installing or using information technologies such
as advanced networks, workstations, and a variety of storage media. A
principal goal is to build sophisticated new information systems for users
that leverage the library's online catalog into campus-wide information
services as well as provide access to information, through Internet, at other
research universities.
One aspect of new information technologies, multimedia, is an active area of
investigation for applications in higher education. The topic has become
quite prominent in recent months, and a journal, Multimedia Review, is now
devoted to this subject. Ronald F. E. Weissman eloquently stated the case for
multimedia capabilities in workstations [1]:
"Technology must allow for the simultaneous display, manipulation,
and analysis of different kinds of information. The ability to
display and work with diverse kinds of data simultaneously must be
constrained only by a scholar's imagination not by artificially
imposed technology barriers. Thus, at a minimum, technology to
support the modern, data-driven scholar should:
1) employ windowing software on full page or two page monitors to
allow multiple files, documents, and datasets to be open
simultaneously;
2) integrate text and graphics so as to allow texts, charts,
graphs, and images to be displayed simultaneously in high
resolution, realistic ways;
3) support multimedia tools and data because the world is
inherently multimedia;
4) support the kinds of documents which reflect the scholar 's
natural understanding of a problem; that is, compound documents
composed of text, footnotes, bibliographies, tables, equations,
graphs, charts, maps, illustrations, pictures, and, eventually,
animations and sound;
5) employ multitasking to allow scholars to use several tools at
once so that the scholar can concentrate on the task at hand (for
example, examining images of map s at the same time that textual
descriptions of map regions are displayed or notes are taken about
the map);
6) accommodate large and fast storage devices to allow for the
storage and retrieval of such high density objects as images,
graphics, and lengthy, full text materials including a scholar's
lifetime collection of research materials, data, and notes;
7) support connectivity to external databases which provide the





8) support connectivity to other scholars working on similar
problems and willing to share related data;
9) support data acquisition devices to permit scholars to enter or
receive and retain information in a variety of formats and from a
variety of sources, including laboratory instrument and sensor
data, scanned text, still color or grayscale images, video, and
sound."
To glimpse the potential power of multimedia in the sciences, let us imagine a
hypothetical scenario with two engineering students working on a final project
for a design course. The students are part of a team which must re-design a
solar-powered car. Their particular assignment is the chassis and suspension
design.
They are working at multimedia workstations. One student is watching video
clips of the earlier car in act ion to investigate why drivers reported that
the earl ier suspension was too rough riding. He has selected particular
Sections of video that show the suspension flexing and is now viewing them
repeatedly in slow mot ion.
Earlier, he had viewed and listened to sections of interviews with the
drivers. In another window, he has called up a 3d model of the previous
chassis design for reference. Next he will call up periodical articles on
solar car races so he can see in the photographs how others have approached
the suspension design issue. Meanwhile, his partner is working on an early
vers ion of their own design. She has already put together a 3d CAD model and
is presently looking up in an online reference the physical properties of the
tUbing material she has selected so she can input it into the CAD model.
Since part of their assignment is to avoid infringing on any patents, she
earlier did an online patent search (complete with sketches of the patents on
demand) to make sure her proposed design was not yet patented. Next, she will
call up an electronic parts catalog to select shock absorbers for the design.
She has already consulted the machine shop inventory to determine exactly what
size bolts she can use to hold the shock absorbers in place. In another
window, she has opened an electronic textbook for consultation on tubing
strength calculations. Both students are using a multimedia note pad to
record information for later use in presentations and reports, so they can
double check their design process as needed, and for their own reference.
This scenario described above is not feasible today, but is not as far fetched
as it may at first appear. Many of the pieces are already in place or easily
attainable; others need more work.
AVENUE (Audio Visual Enhanced Network User Environment) is an initiative at
Dartmouth to bring Weissman's vision and capabilities like those described in
the scenario above closer to reality. This is an extremely ambitious goal,
and AVENUE faces many significant obstacles. Fortunately, an information
system can be built incrementally so AVENUE can chip away at the problem,
Solving many smaller challenges while still keeping a broad perspective to
ensure that a coherent, well integrated system results. This paper states the
AVENUE's mission, shows how some of the multimedia pieces are already in
place, and presents some of the challenges facing the project. But first,
some background on Dartmouth will provide a context for AVENUE.
BACKGROUND
Dartmouth College has an established reputation as an innovator in computing.
Dartmouth's particular strength and focus has been on developments which have
made computing available and useful in all segments of the academie community .
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The computer language BASIC, developed by Professors Kemeny and Kurtz at
Dartmouth, provided a software tooI to users who were neither computer
scientists nor mathematicians. Dartmouth pioneered time-shared computing with
terminals distributed across the campus providing access to computing services
at no cost to users.
Our commitment to placing useful computing at the disposal of every member of
the campus community has continued, with more than 85% of students, faculty,
administrators and staff now having a Macintosh at their disposal. Virtually
every office, classroom and dormitory room is connected to the campus network,
providing access to all the major computers on campus, and to services such as
the library catalog, network laser printers, and electronic mail, as weIl as
to off-site informat ion and computing services through wide area networks.
This commitment to widespread distributed computing has encouraged the
Dartmouth community to adopt or develop computer applications in nearly every
area of campus life. Extensive network services and support developed over
the years have encouraged development of diverse instructional and research
computing applications . Thanks to extensive network services and computing
resources, electronic publishing is feasible, and a student publication,
"Sense of Place", is being produced and distributed electronically on the
campus. [2]
The Library COntext
The Dartmouth College Library has been in the forefront of information tech-
nology for nearly thirty years. Beginning in the late 1960's, the Library has
directed major efforts and resources at ultimately developing and implementing
a comprehensive information management system for the Dartmouth College cam-
pus . Desirabie elements of this informat ion system were identified to be an
online catalog accessible on a campus network; automated acquisitions, serials
control, cataloging, and circulation; and a journal contents page service
available on the campus network. Since then, advances in computer technology
and library planning produced steady progress toward the realization of this
vision and yielded a number of significant accomplishments.
Dartmouth hired its first Director of Library Automation in 1969. In 1971,
the Library was the first among its peers to join a national online biblio-
graphic network, OCLC, and in that same year designed and implemented an
automated acquisitions system, followed by a machine readable serials catalog.
Online searching of remote databases was first offered in 1972.
Developed with funding from Pew Charitable Trusts, the online catalog made its
debut on the campus network in 1984, marking an important milestone in the
development of the library's information management systems. In 1988,
automated circulation, supported by a second grant from Pew, became reality ,
and the Library implemented and integrated online acquisitions, serials
control, and financial management systems.
Library Planning for Information Technology in the 1990'8
since the early 1980's and the advent of the online catalog, librarians at
Dartmouth have been discussing the next phases of the informat ion system that
would take advantage of the Dartmouth computing environment and the
information management expertise of librarians.
These ideas became more focused in 1987 during a Library system self-study
process . One result of the study was articulation of the idea of developing a
workstation-based information system comprising many databases with diverse
types and formats of information residing on numerous computer hosts.
Essential to this service is an interface that makes the location or source of





information system envisioned at Dartmouth provides a framework for
COordinating and linking all the informat ion resources on the Dartmouth
campus, and enables access to these resources in a distributed workstation
environment.
Related Projects at Dartmouth
AVENUE is an extension of two existing projects, NORTHSTAR and the Dartmouth
College Information System (DCIS). NORTHSTAR, beginning in the Thayer School
of Engineering and now deployed campus-wide, provides an environment of UNIX
workstations for instructional and research use. NORTHSTAR workstations are
part of a closely integrated, distributed computing system, which includes
unified accounts and system management; a distributed file system; graphics
and compute servers; database servers; print servers; electronic mail; and
excellent communications with mainframes, microcomputers, and worldwide
networks. NORTHSTAR has significant experience developing flexible, highly
POrtable applications for teaching and research in UNIX and X windows. DCIS
provides access to commonly-desired information typically stored centrally and
easily accessed from anywhere at Dartmouth or from the Internet network
without the user needing to know where or how the information is stored.
Like NORTHSTAR, DCIS provides services through a consistent and familiar
environment. DCIS is based on a common system architecture that provides
access to a variety of information interfaces, servers, databases, and data
types. Both DCIS and NORTHSTAR develop portable products and exchange
information and products with other institutions.
AVENUE combines NORTHSTAR's strengths in implementing, managing, and
programming a system of powerful UNIX workstations with the DCIS experience in
building a consistent and user-friendly method for accessing and combining
~arious data types across a network. AVENUE's mission -- to provide
~ntegrated access to a wide range of multimedia information across a network
-- is a natural extension of both NORTHSTAR and DCIS.
~VENUE'S VISION
An AVENUE user will have access to informat ion in video, audio, image,
textual, and simulation formats. Information of various types willoften be
associated with information of another type. For example, a user could listen
to a performance of a symphony while viewing scanned images of the score and
then read commentary on the performance. The score itself could be keyed to
the audio track, so that the user could select passages from the score to be
Played.
To date, nearly all multimedia applications have required a CD-ROM player
and/or videodisc connected directly to the user's computer . Sony estimates
that virtually 100% of CD-ROM drives are used in this way on PC( and
PC-compatible (85%) or Apple( (15%) platforms.[3]. The strategy of one
computer, one multimedia player dramatically restricts access to costly
informat ion and media, requires the user to keep track of disks, and makes the
multimedia computer more expensive. AVENUE will develop solutions for some
problems of availability and cost by using the client-server model of
Computing coupled with fast networking. The essential components of the
information system are:
Servers
Expensive data and the devices to read that data will reside permanentlyon
networked server machines, which provide automatic on-line access to multiple,
simultaneous users. This way, a user will not have to wait for another to
finish with a set of laserdiscs and will not have to contend with the problems
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of locating the right kind of reader, inserting disks, etc. Also, we will have
the opportunity to provide the user with information from different sources
all on the same screen - all the data will be permanently mounted on the
network, and the user's workstation could easily request information from
several different servers at once. Server machines can be centrally located in
a safe, easily accessed location. We expect that the servers with their costly
and fragile laserdisc "jukeboxes" and large hard disks will be a significant
portion of the cost of AVENUE and thus will warrant tighter access and
environment control. Multimedia servers will come from a variety of
manufacturers and will manage diverse databases in a number of different
formats. They will, however, adhere to standard network protocols when
providing their data to a user's workstation, translating or repackaging it
"on the fly," if necessary.
Clients
Relatively inexpensive MultiMedia Workstations (MMWs) are the user's means of
gaining access to multimedia information on the servers. An MMW needs to have
at least the capabilities of a NORTHSTAR "6M" workstation:
1. at least ten MIPS
2. one megaflop
3. megapixel display
4. at least 8 megabytes local memory
5. megabyte/second LAN
6. mouse
and also needs to possess special features for multimedia uses:
1. true color display
2. ability to display video mixed with bitmapped graphics on one
screen
3. high-quality audio playback and synthesis
4. ultra-high-speed network capabilities to allow real-time
remote access to still and live video images, extensive
soundtracks, scanned images, etc.
5. digital signal processing hardware for real-time audio and
image manipulation
MMWs will initially be located in public clusters and select faculty and staff
offices, but they should eventually be inexpensive enough for many users to
have workstations right on their desks. Initially, video servers will probably
need to be physically located near the MMWs that can access them because it
would be prohibitively expensive to cover the entire campus with
ultra-high-speed network links. Our existing Ethernet with strategie
enhancements should handle still images and the other non-moving-video
multimedia information.
The Network
A major strength of Dartmouth is its existing network. Nevertheless, this
network will require enhancement in key areas to keep performance at
acceptable levels for multimedia users.
Software
General-purpose software tools acquired or developed by Dartmouth in coopera-
tion with computer vendors will provide the basic server, networking, and
presentation building blocks for Dartmouth-developed applications that give an
MMW user powerful and convenient access to the networked multimedia informa-
tion. The DeIS project is already working in related areas including defining














Color images of all pages in rare and deteriorating books. Relevant photo-
graphs, recitation soundtracks, full text of the book, etc., could be indexed
and included. Readers could gain access to the books easily and without
Contributing to their demise. Dartmouth has vast amounts of materials in this
category. Electronic presentation of these materials would facilitate and
enhance their use while the original materials are protected from handling.
~
COllections of maps, perhaps with narrative and images of special locations on
the maps. The map database could be hierarchically organized. Dartmouth has an
extensive map collection, parts of which could readily be put on line -
especially the older and more fragile maps.
~t Collections
Images, accompanying narratives or other soundtracks, such as music, and
textual information about works of art.
~sic collections
Dartmouth owns some videodiscs of operas produced by the University of
Delaware, which include sound, animated video (the stage production), and the
graphic score. These components can be started and stopped at will. These are
Used by music faculty in the classroom and could be used by students via the
network in their listening assignments.
Music education would benefit from a multimedia workstation that allows
instructors to make available selections of music for listening assignments,
along with textual instructions and graphical scores. Ear training assignments
would require students to respond to musical selections or instructions either
with text, graphical notations, or sounds that they have played or sung.
~tations and Full Text Periodical Articles
Dartmouth has been testing the Document Transmission Workstation (DTW) created
by RLG to allow interlibrary loan of periodical art icles by transmitting the
articles across the Internet. The test has been very successful, and we
intend to not only continue using DTW but to build the document transmission
Capability into AVENUE so users can search through citations databases and
then automatically request the full articles through the DTW.
~akespeare Performances
Dartmouth has videos of Shakespeare's plays and would like to provide random
access for quick and easy comparison of different passages and of different
performances. Simultaneous access to the Oxford English Dictionary (already
online) and the script would also be invaluable to scholars studying
Shakespeare. of course, tools developed for this application could be applied
to any type of play or movie.
~nguage
The familiar language lab with audio only would be replaced by a multimedia
presentation of pictures relevant to the audio, instant access to text of the
audio material, and easy ways for the user to speed up, slow down, or repeat
material.
~ientific Images
Dartmouth possesses a large collection of digital images of the Earth
collected by Landsat and SPOT satellites. AVENUE seeks to make selections of
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data avaJ.LabLe to individual workstations for manipulation, both in the
laboratory and in the classroom. Professors would be able to create
"databases" of images for students to browse, select, and analyze.
Other image collections, such as CAT-scan data, NMR images, x-rays, and
electron scanning microscope images, will all be treated similarly. All can be
indexed, associated with text, and made available for viewing and analysis .
EXISTING CAPABILITIES
A surprising number of the capabilities described above already exist at
Dartmouth or are quite straightforward to implement. DCIS already provides
uniform network access to numerous text only databases (running under
BRS/Search) such as American Heritage Electronic Dictionary; Grolier's
Academic American Encyclopedia; DARTMED, a subset of the National Library of
Medicine's MEDLINE file; The King James Version of the Bible; 33 plays by
Shakespeare, and all of Shakespeare's Sonnets; an index to the New Hampshire
Newspaper project holdings; Computing Services Documentation, comprising
publications about Dartmouth Computing.
Commonly overlooked and very powerful types of multimedia informat ion are
simulation, design, and analysis. NORTHSTAR is very rich in these capabili-
ties with a multitude of simulation and analysis tools developed by the
project, even more such tools from other schools and companies, and a number
of CAD software tools. The strong networking and multitasking features of
UNIX workstations make integrating these tools into AVENUE's information
system almost trivial. Other than in the DTW, Dartmouth is not yet transmit-
ting and storing images on the network in an organized fashion, but our
existing network is fast enough to do so, and the software tools to enable
image multimedia information handling for AVENUE are straight forward. We
expect to be able to demonstrate some very useful multimedia capabilities on
our system with very little development effort.
REMAINING CHALLENGES
Despite our existing capabilities and optimism for creating more multimedia
capabilities, one must not underestimate the challenges facing AVENUE .
Creating a fully networked multimedia information system is an enormously
complex task and will require a very long time to achieve all the features
envisioned. Some of the issues to be hand led are:
COpyright Laws
Much of the information we wish to install in AVENUE is copyrighted. We will
need to investigate our legal rights and negotiate new licensing arrangements
with the many owners of the different types of information.
Massive storage Requirements
The databases AVENUE will eventually support are far larger than present
storage technologies permit. New storage devices and compression technology
will evolve to alleviate this constraint.
Extremely High Network Bandwidth Requirements
Our existing networks are inadequate for real time video and perhaps even for





This system must be very easy to use. Due to its complexity and to the
variety and volume of information available, AVENUE runs the risk of being
bewildering to users. AVENUE will have to learn effective ways of allowing
users to access the power of the system without confusing them unduly. Also,
AVENUE will need to develop new user interface paradigms for presenting
multimedia information that is related in various ways. For instance, how
does a user watching and listening to a symphony performance know (without
being distracted from the performance) that biographies are available for the
composer and conductor and that the score is also online?
Database Design and Creation Issues
Just inputting, storing, and indexing all of AVENUE's information will be a
formidable task. Associating pieces of information of different types with
each other in a coherent and meaningful way will be even more difficult. Who
tells the system that there is a periodical article available about a
particular collection of artifacts in the museum? How is that information
stored so it can be quickly and efficiently transmitted to the MMW workstation
and reported to the user? AVENUE will need ways to automatically create
aCcurate and usefu1 associations of different data types; it is not practical
to expect humans to input such large numbers of associations.
~NCLUSION
Information systems research and development, along the lines noted above by
Weissman, is occurring rapidly in US universities and research laboratories.
Emerging information technologies will facilitate the incorporation of shared
documents, images and video into the workstation environment. Multimedia,
COmbining text, voice, images and electronic documents, is quickly evolving.
This paper sumrnarizes the computing environment and context at Dartmouth
COllege, and discusses AVENUE, a multimedia project that builds on and extends
existing capabilities at Dartmouth.
From The Personal Computer To The
Academic Computing, October 1988.
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